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Editorial
Welcome to the inaugural issue of the “Link
Annual Museum Membership Dues
& Pen,” the quarterly newsletter of the Southeastern
Narrow Gauge & Shortline Museum. The title of the
newsletter is a play on the words “Link & Pin,” which - $15.00 Youth Brakeman
was a technology widely used in the 1890’s by railroads
- $20.00 Senior Brakeman
to couple cars together. Metaphorically, this newsletter
will also “couple” history, museum happenings, and - $25.00 Brakeman
volunteers to our membership.
The look and feel of this newsletter/mini
magazine will likely evolve over time, and we will
continously tinker with content, photos, and articles
based on feedback we receive.

- $35.00 Switchman
- $50.00 Fireman
- $150.00 Engineer
- $500.00 Superintendent
- $1000.00 Railroad Baron

Please do not be shy about sharing articles,
photos, or stories. The more the better--- this
newsletter is about people and experiences more than
To join the Alexander Chapter-NRHS,
anything else. You can email them to
an additional $75 fee applies.
mattbumgarneris@gmail.com.
One of the co-operators of the museum is the
Alexander Chapter of the National Railway Historical
Society. In many ways, this new magazine is a
resurrection of the chapter’s old newsletter, the “June
bug Gazette,” as our patron railroad, the Alexander
Railroad of Taylorsville, has long held the nickname of
“The Junebug Line.” We will rekindle the tradition of
our introductory article by signing off

As the Junebug flies...
Matt Bumgarner
Editor

Membership benefits include free admission
to the museum and its events, 10% discount
at museum store, exclusive events,
personalized membership card, and
volunteer opportunities. Other benefits
apply to different levels as well.

On the cover:
The restored Newton (NC) depot, and an
action shot of the narrow gauge Lawndale
Railway near Shelby, NC. Collection of Matt
Bumgarner.
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In the Beginning
An ad hoc committee of local citizens quickly
The beginning of the museum started with our
longest and most expensive project- the acquisition, formed and managed to catch the ear of city
move, and reconstruction of the brick Newton, NC management, which was able to negotiate some time
with the railroad. Ultimately, Norfolk Southern agreed
depot.
to donate the building to the city in exchange for the
The structure was built in 1924 by the J.D. closures of grade crossings at 13th, 15th, and 22nd
Elliot Building Company of Hickory. It was a union Streets. Otherwise, the depot would have to be moved.
depot, serving the Southern Railway and the Carolina Citizens and the town board roundly rejected the
& North-Western. It stood almost directly across the closure of the crossings based on geography,
tracks from the wooden structure it replaced at 11th convenience, and emergency response times being
Street, nearly ½ mile to the north of its present location adversely affected. As a result, the depot would have
at the junction of the two railroads. The depot was to be moved, and quickly, according to the railroad.
busy from its inception until the last passenger train This set off a hot debate among the local citizenswas served in August, 1975. For the next decade, many still believed in saving it, but it also left many
operations were exclusively freight, but even that believing that the building would be losing its historic
function went away in 1984 when the depot was shut value if it were moved. In the end, a petition in support
down and a mobile agent was used for the nearby of presevatoin was signed by 750 people in town with
a population of just over 10,000. Still, while the “yays”
yard at Oyama and Newton.
outnumbered the “nays,” the city board was sufficiently
For the next 10 years, the depot sat idle, affected that it declined to financially assist the
deteriorating slowly. The nearby towns of Catawba, preservation effort, yet still offered administrative and
Claremont, and Conover saw their wooden depots political support.
vanish, sometimes without notice, and sometimes
In the end, the volunteer group still believed in
within the span of a mere day.
the project and echoed the sentiment of county museum
Newton's depot, made of brick, made it harder curator Sidney Halma's words that “preserving the
to tear down, and the larger town, which was also the history is important. Leaving the depot where it is would
county seat and the home of the county's award- be ideal, but if we have to move it, that is just something
winning historical museum was reluctant to let the depot we will have to deal with.”
pass without a fight. Unfortunately, by the beginning of
Halma's words were prophetic, as the railroad
1994, the owners of the building- Norfolk Southern
Railway- were ready to raze the building under the was unwavering in letting the depot remain in its current
auspices of extending a siding for a flour mill located in location, and fortunately, the city honored its pledge
of assisting, and agreed that the committee could form
Newton.
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The Newton, NC union depot was built i 1924 and served both the Southern Railway and
the Carolina & North-Western. It served as a passenger depot until 7/11/1975. NDA collection

an independent government authority, a quasi-branch
It was at this time that chairman Long secured
of the city, as the non-profit Newton Depot Authority the donation of 1.3 acres of land from Dixie Yarns,
(NDA).
located nearly ½ mile to the south of the depot's
location at the time. It was an odd-shaped lot located
To that end the first board of directors was on North College Avenue and would have required
chosen- Joe Long, Tom Warlick, Jerome Bolick, Flora that the depot be moved to the opposite side of the
Belle Abernethy, Tom Rowe, Diane Davidson, Tom tracks and turned 180 degrees to correctly face the
Reese, Jan Bixby, and Matt Bumgarner. The formation tracks. While not ideal, the NDA seemingly had little
of the NDA gave the group instant credibility with the choice. Then, out of the blue within weeks of
backing of the city.
announcing the plans, an ideal vacant lot came up for
purchase directly across the tracks from the 1.3 acre
Now that the railroad was satisfied with that tract and would allow for the building to be on the
development, a race against time began as Joe Long correct side of the tracks, with its correct orientation.
and Tom Warlick, cornerstones of the community, set It would also be much more visible from North Main
about finding new locations and ways to move the Avenue (Hwy 16 business). These two events were
depot. Matt Bumgarner was made fundraising foundational events, though we did not know it at the
chairman and set about planning various fundraising time. We hated the idea of moving the depot from its
breakfasts, media events, and fledgling internet original location, even though it was so well hidden
outreaches. While all of this happened in a flourish of behind other industrial buildings that even local railfans
activity by the summer of 1995, the railroad gave the from towns other than Newton had a hard time finding
NDA only 3 months to move the building.
it in pre-GPS days. Additionally, the 1.3 acre tract of
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land also gave us the ability later to expand the museum
and actually develop the narrow gauge museum
concept. All-in-all, the railroad ordering the depot to
be moved was a blessing in disguise.

given to the railroad's demolition crew. Consequently,
a crew showed up and removed all of the asbestosbased shingles from the building and prepared to tear
it town. Fortunately, a lunch-time crowd in a restaurant
spotted what was happening and the city was thankfully
able to intervene and allow the NDA a temporary
reprieve. Tarps, and plastic, held down by shipping
pallets were used to cover the roof, but unfortunately,
they did not handle the elements well, and by winter's
end, all was a tattered eyesore with exposed wood
beginning to decay.

Concurrent with the effort to find land, the
NDA was able to find a mover- Crouch Brothers
Moving from Charlotte, NC. This firm had recently
moved the brick Statesville, NC depot from one side
of the track to the other, and the NDA was genuinely
impressed that a brick veneer depot could be moved.
The estimated cost of the move was $50k-$75k. At
The railroad was fast running out of patience
the time, the fundraising effort had managed just at
to move the building and demanded that something be
$80,000, so funds were extremely tight.
done immediately. Fundraising had stalled at the
In addition to budget and location worries, $80,000 mark of the $100,000 goal, but the NDA
other events seemed to conspire against the depot. had no choice but to proceed.
For one, a vagrant broke into the abandoned building
The Crouch Brothers moving company came
and set fire to one of the restrooms. Fortunately, the
damage was minor, but it underscored the railroad's in and sawed the brick building off its concrete pad.
concern with liability and sense of urgency to remove Holes were cut into the brick on opposite walls and
the building. Furthermore, the autumn deadline of steel beams were inserted across the structure. Then,
moving the depot came and went, but no word was coordinated jacking lifted the building inch by inch into

In May, 1997, the Newton depot was moved an inch at a time southward nearly a 1/2 mile to
a point on the former tracks of the Carolina & Northwestern Railway. Matt Bumgarner photo.
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the air. More steel beams and strapping was used to
keep the walls intact and the brick from falling off.
Finally, by May 18, 1997, nearly 3 years into the saga,
the depot was ready to be moved. On this Memorial
Day weekend, the railroad branch line was shut down,
the depot was jacked up high enough to allow a custom
trailer (basically an I-beam with wheels) to be placed
underneath her, and a truck tractor pulled the depot at
an agonizingly slow rate, foot-by-foot- to the new
location at 1123 North Main Avenue. Hundreds of
people came to witness the event.
The depot had been saved. Now more
fundraising and work had to be done in earnest for the
restoration. Of course, first, we had to decide exactly
WHAT to do with the building. For the past two years,
there had been many ideas for the depot- a restaurant,
a senior citizens center, a model railroad club, a history
museum, a police substation, an ice cream parlor, or a
chamber of commerce. In the end, it was decided that
the building would have a community room- one that
could be rented for showers, parties, and meetings, as
well as a model railroad room and museum, based on
the support of the local chapter of the National Railway
Historical Society (NRHS). There was also much
debate over how to restore the building-- local codes
required us to add an 18-inch crawlspace rather than
put it back on a slab. And should we restore the building
with its freight section, agent room, and of course, the

The station agent window as it looked in 2009,
still sporting vintage paneling from the early 1970’s
that was applied during a small remodeling effort.
Matt Bumgarner photograph.

terrible reminder of a bleaker time with segregated
restrooms and passenger rooms? In the end, the board
adopted an “adaptive re-use” plan as opposed to pure
restoration/preservation. While the original floorplan
was ideal for a 1920's era railroad, it chopped up the
space far too much to be effective for the planned
uses, and a careful design was done to preserve the
flavor and essence of the depot as opposed to purely
historic restoration.
For the next eight years (eight!!), over a
hundred volunteers logged thousands of hours in
rebuilding the depot. Members of the Alexander
Chapter- NRHS supplemented the main crew which
was overseen by Ed Nolley and Charlie Major. This
main crew consisted of a dozen die-hard volunteers
who also gave most of their efforts to Habitat for
Humanity throughout Catawba County. As more money
and grants came in, a full-time contractor, Clyde
Sigmon, was hired to finish the job.

For the adaptive re-use plan of the depot, it was
nearly gutted entirely and had to be rebuilt one board
at a time. Matt Bumgarner photograph.

Finally, in 2005, some ten years after its start, the
Newton Depot was opened with a grand celebration.
NC Secretary of Transportation Lando Tippett was
the honored guest, with keystone opening remarks by
city mayor Robert Mullinax. Cost of the project came
in just at $350,000.
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What is Narrow Gauge ?

Why Newton for a NG Museum?

Modern railroad systems in the United States use
what is commonly called "Standard Gauge," or rather,
a distance of 4 feet 8.5 inches between the rails. This
standard evolved from early British railroad equipment
and locomotives which were imported during the
infancy of the American railroad industry.

Newton is an ideal location for this special
museum, as its heart is split by a line that was once the
longest narrow gauge railroad in either of the
Carolinas. Located in Catawba County, NC, the
museum will sit at nearly the geographic mid-point of
what was originally the 110-mile Chester & Lenoir
Narrow Gauge Railroad, later known as the Carolina
& North-Western Railway.

Technically speaking, "Narrow Gauge" is a distance
of anything less than the "Standard Gauge" between
the rails. By far, the most common narrow gauge was
3 feet, though others existed at 24, 30, 40, and 42
inches.
The narrow gauge movement was born in the
1870's, with a prevailing thought (highly simplified) that
the equipment was smaller, the tracks were smaller,
curves could be tighter and therefore construction
grading was cheaper. In short, it theoretically cost
less to build a narrow gauge railroad than comparable
standard gauge ones.

In addition to its appropriate historic location,
Newton is centrally located to the North Carolina
Transportation Museum at Salisbury to the east,
Tweetsie Railroad to the north, and the Great Smoky
Mountains Railroad to the west.
Our location is very convenient to Interstates 40,
77, and 85, as well as US Highways 70 and 321.

About Our Museum Partnership
By the early 1900's, most successful narrow
gauge lines had been widened due to economies of
scale, or were defunct as companies were prone to
do. By the 1940's, most narrow gauge lines across
the south had completely disappeared.
Our museum opted to specialize in narrow gauge
preservation for two reasons: 1) Other than
amusement parks such as Tweetsie and Dollywood,
there was no representation in the southern United
States of this important historical technology; and 2)
The emphasis would differentiate us from other
museums and other depot attractions not only in our
immediate area, but our entire region. As such, since
2008, we have built the largest collection of vintage
narrow gauge equipment anywhere in the southern
United States, representing such famous lines as the
East Tennessee & Western North Carolina (aka,
“Tweetsie”), the Carolina & North-Western, the
Lawndale Railway, and the West Virginia Midland.

The Southeastern Narrow Gauge & Shortline
Museum is a collaborative effort of two non-profit
organizations.
The Newton Depot Authority was created in
1995 in order purchase, move, rehabilitate, and
operated the historic 1924 structure.
The Alexander Chapter of the National Railway
Historical Society was founded in 1979 and is the oldest
railroad preservation organization in Western North
Carolina.
Together, as the museum, we work together
daily as collaborative organizations, and we engage
other non-profits such as the Western Piedmont
Symphony, the Hickory Art Museum, the Catawba
County Historical Museum, and the Caldwell County
Historical Museum for events and exhibits as well.
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Ensure Your Legacy
While Protecting History
In addition to annual memberships, which mainly
goes to help fund operations and programming,
another way to cement your legacy, as well as aiding
the museum’s ability to engage in capital and acquisiton
projects, is to consider purchasing a permanent named
exhibit.

to the object that you are funding. It is a generous way
to assist the museum and a fitting, and permanent tribute
to the giving spirit that has enabled musuems to exist
and thrive in this country since its founding.
Hey, it’s also tax-deductible (which ain’t too shabby
either!).

For your generosity, your (or your designee’s) name
will be placed on a beautiful cast plaque on or adjacent
Exterior Naming Opportunities
Rolling Stock Pavilion
Siding 1 (120 feet)
Siding 2 (120 feet)
Siding 3 (60 feet)

100,000
25,000
25,000
20,000

Rolling Stock Sponsor (Sponsor names on plaque for track space; Donor plaque on/at equipment)
1 Steam Engine
50,000
2 ET&WNC #434 Narrow Gauge Boxcar
20,000
3 Carolina & Northwestern #401 Narrow Gauge Boxcar
20,000
4 Lawndale RR #311 Narrow Gauge Boxcar
20,000
5 Southern Railway Boxcar
20,000
Depot Exterior
Grade Level Crossing and Passenger Plaza
Parking Lot Entrance Plaza

25,000
10,000

Park (fenced area with tables, benches)

25,000

Miniature Railroad

25,000

Claimed

Claimed

Exterior Interpretive Displays
Main Interpretive Kiosk at Pavilion
Children’s Interactive Exhibit (Alexander RR Engine Cab)
Interpretive Display Panels (several)

10,000
5,000
Claimed
5,000 each

Interior Naming Opportunities-Depot Interior
Large community meeting room
Museum room
Baggage/Freight Room (Alexander Chpt Mtg Room)
Foyer
Kitchen

50,000
50,000
50,000
25,000
10,000

Interior Interpretive Displays
Principle Exhibit in Large Community Meeting Room
Principle Exhibit in Baggage/Freight Room
Cubicle Displays in Museum Room
Wall displays and interpretive panels (several)

10,000
10,000
10,000 each
5,000 each

Claimed
Claimed
Claimed
Claimed
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The Model Railroad Center
One of the most popular attractions of the
Southeastern Narrow Gauge & Shortline Museum is
our Model Railroad Center (MRC), located in the
building adjacent to the Newton Depot itself.

large loops, an impressive hand-machined bridge, and
rudimentary scenery. The Alexander Chapter also built
a portable HO scale layout that was used for many
years at local train shows and events.

The MRC currently features four large layouts
(one O, two HO, one N), with four more “toddler”
style vignette layouts mounted at young-child eye level
under the primary O-gauge layout.

Over time, these displays attracted new
members, and as the museum grew, and adjacent real
estate was purchased, the Model Railroad Center
grew into its own element and the layouts were moved
out of the depot.

Model railroading was always seen as a major
draw for both volunteers and spectators, even during
the formative days of the Newton Depot Authority.
Three members of the Alexander Chapter-NRHS
(James Cranford, Gerald Williamson, & Matt
Bumgarner) arranged for the donation of a 24ft x 20ft
O scale layout that was housed in the freight room of
the depot for many years. It basically consisted of two

The original plan between the Newton Depot
Authority and the Alexander Chapter NRHS was that
the chapter was going to build an HO scale layout in
the steam/diesel transition era of the local area- an
idea that had educational as well as entertainment and
craftsmanship qualities.

The original O-gauge layout from the Alexander Chapter-NRHS was located for many
years in the freight room of the Newton Depot before moving into the dedicated MRC building
and being completely revamped in nearly every way imagineable.
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The re-tooled O-gauge
layout now contains several
levels of operation, as well as
two large mountains.

However, with the presence of the O-gauge
layout, and two new volunteers (Rich Colton and Vince
Ferretti), it made sense to first make the existing layout
operational and more visually stunning, and then move
toward the HO gauge vision.
To that end, the O gauge layout was upgraded
and expanded immensely, starting with the benchwork
that had portable legs replace by professional-grade
cabinet work performed by in-house guru George
Ritchie. The cabinets were designed to contain display
cases, as well as room for smaller “vignette” layouts
that could entertain toddlers with the push of a button.
To date,these vignettes include the Polar Express,
Thomas the Tank, a disco-themed loop, and a
Halloween layout.

maximize space, volunteer Dave Manko immensely
refined and enhanced the concept, and drew up plans
that have been diligently implemented by Andy
Thompson, Steve Colby, Dennis Schlossman, Nathan
Schronce, Nick Pope, Tanner Abernethy, and Danny
Cramp.
The HO layout will highlight features from
Statesville, NC to Newton, to Hickory, and then a
branchline to Lenoir with narrow gauge/dual gauge
track. It will also offer continuous loop operation, as
well as “point-to-point” in order to appeal to modelers
of all types.

Up top, the O gauge layout continues to grow
and have its scenery and automation expanded, with a
7 foot mountain mountain and operating Alpine skilift, a trolley line, and several loops of mainline track.
Another mountain features craftsman detailing and an
On30 representation of a W.M. Ritter logging
operation that was located in an adjacent county.
With the development of the O gauge layout
underway, an HO/HOn3 scale layout is under
construction as well. Using design elements first put
forth by Matt Bumgarner and an “E” shaped layout to

Why, yes, you CAN get decals of your favorite NC
shortline railroad at our gift shop.
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The Alexander RR Pavilion
The museum is much like Posiedon’s Trident, with
three main spears: 1) The Newton Depot & Plaza; 2)
The Model Railroad Center; and 3) The Alexander
Railroad Pavilion.
Under the cover of the pavilion (which was
designed based on the footprint of the Carolina & NorthWestern shops in Hickory), we have 300 feet of dual
gauge track upon which rests some of the rarest railroad
equipment in the south, and indeed, anywhere in the
country.
Since 2008, when we begin pursuing “Narrow
Gauge” as our museum niche, we have amassed the
largest collection of vintage narrow gauge equipment
anywhere in the southern United States. Our narrow
gauge roster contatins:
Restored
- Carolina & Northwester boxcar #401
- East TN & Western NC boxcar #434
- An un-numbered spine log car
- West VA Midland Baggage car #1
Unrestored
-Three boxcars built by the Lawndale Rwy.
-One boxcar built by the Chester & Lenoir
-Two Denver & Rio Grande flat cars
-ET&WNC Motorcar #1
-Office car “Holly” from the West VA Midland

West Virginia Midland / Pardee-Curtin Lumber
Company baggage car #1 is the latest addition to
the pavilion display tracks. She is the only narrow
gauge baggage car with a southeastern heritage
still in existence and one of only two round roof
baggage cars in the entire country.

Our standard gauge roster consists of:
Restored
- VA-Carolina 2-6-0 #50 (cosmetic)
- Alexander RR Alco S3 #6
- ET&WNC Motorcar #2
- Norfolk Southern Caboose 376 (exterior)
Unrestored
- Southern Railway wooden caboose #2715
- Clinchfield wooden caboose #1023
- Yadkin Rwy #100 Edwards Motorcar
- Southern Railway 40’ boxcar
-1891 Union Tank Lines tank car
-CB&Q Diner “Silver Restaurant”
All in all, the roster sits at 22 pieces, spanning
railroad history from 1875 to 1956. Of these, a dozen
are narrow gauge, making up the bulk of our collection.
The rolling stock is by and large found, acquired,
and restored by the Alexander Chapter NRHS and biweekly restoration sessions are held on the first and third
Saturdays of every month, with extra sessions thrown in
throughout the year.
These sessions, led by cabinet master George
Ritchie, have led to the restoration of several unique
pieces of equipment that would heretofore been lost to
history.
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Dating from circa-1875, this boxcar was built originally by the Chester & Lenoir Narrow
Gauge Railroad, subsquently called the Carolina & North-Western, before being sold to the
Lawndale Railway where she served out her life until 1942. Matt Bumgarner photo.

Alexander Railroad Alco S-3 is the pride and joy of the rolling stock collection. Completely
original in every way, she arrived at the museum in November, 2019. James Glenn photo.

